
DACÁN de Vega Clara 2016 
DO Ribera de Duero 

Pedrosa de Duero 
VINEYARDS 
DACÁN VC come from one of the most wonderful vineyards I have ever seen, it is a very unique part of the World, called PAGO DE VALTARREÑA in a little 
town called Pedrosa de Duero, in Ribera de Duero. This place is gifted with a microclimate and a very special terroir with a sandy surface and a deep clay. 
It is a 80 years old vineyard of Tinto Fino and a few granaches all planted in goblet method. 
ORGANIC VITICULTURE 

PURPOSE OF THE WINE 
DACÁN Vega Clara 2016 is our ICONIC wine. A wine that has been created for the sole purpose of raising funds to find a biological cure for Diabetes Type 1. 

VINTAGE 
In 2016, a very mild winter and spring resulted in early budbreak and bloom. While drought conditions continued in 2016, some extremely well-timed spring 
rains helped achieve a good moisture profile in our estate soils, and contributed to exceptional quality fruit. 
VINIFICATION 
Varieties: 95% Tempranillo, 5% Granache 
Production per ha: 2000Kg/ha 
Manual harvest in small cases of 12kg 
Harvest date: October 26th, 2016 
WINEMAKING 
Vinification of this one single plot happened in a still tank of 4000l capacity. 
Malolactic fermentation in 7 225l capacity barrels, with daily batonage. 
AGEING process take place in the same barrels after racking the wine 
100% French Oak (Allier) and 100% Brand New oak 
Average ageing time: 18 months 
Bottling date: Dec 14th 2018 
Production 1.969 bottles of 0.75cl 

TASTING NOTES 
The aromas of Dacán VC will transport you immediately to the vineyard from which it comes, a trip to a very old vineyard of organic cultivation, a beautiful 
landscape surrounded by herbs and wildflowers of rich nuances, fennel, thyme, lavender, ... the cold nights and the warm days of the Ribera have produced 
a bright wine with beautiful violet flares, a slow and patient maturity that only a very old vineyard can give, in silence, without haste, looking for a unique 
balance that only one terroir, one vineyard and one year can give.  Its sandy surface and deep clay provide a muscular tannin, fine, tasty and fresh, an 
extraordinary expression of Tinto Fino, a balance and a purity that runs through the mouth from beginning to end leaving a finish with an infinity of nuances. 

RATINGS 
94 WINE SPECTATOR (DIC21 REVIEW) 

OPTIMAL SERVICE TEMPERATURE  16-18ºC or 61-65ºF 
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